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36 groundbreaking projects covering the innovation and progression of many of Angie Scarr's

polymer clay techniques, which are now standard in miniature food making today. A look back at the

â€œChallenge Angieâ€• series of articles, plus additional articles in British and American Dolls

House magazines. A chance for a new generation to see these originals, now long out of print, all

written in Angie's slightly irreverent style. A look at the life of a miniaturist.
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This book is not a set of step by step finished projects - instead, it is Angie demoing her methods of

making miniature food objects in answer to challenges set to her by other miniatures lovers. She

presumes a certain level of knowledge and skill in handling clay, and in knowing how to use a

variety of tools. Also, these projects are now from an older era, when things such as liquid clay were

new or unknown; many techniques would be easier if modified to make use of them.If you want to

watch a master make lovely items, take a stab at following along, and are above the raw beginner



level, this is a very inexpensive way to get a lot of good info and ideas in one package. I definitely

recommend it.

This book is loaded with projects to accent any miniature setting. It shows pictures of all the projects

and some step by step pictures. It could be a little more detailed on some of the projects. If you

have some experience with clay then you can figure out the steps. There are projects that are good

for the novices and experience person. I borrowed this book at first and half way thru it I decided I

needed it for my collection. Great addition.

This book shows how to make more exotic foods from polymer clay by the wonderful Angie Scarr.

Anyone who is into miniatures knows about Angie. Her creations are detailed to perfection. This

book, I find, is the easiest to follow for making a boar's head or live lobsters. I just have to have a

little more patience and stop throwing the clay against the wall. I learn a lot from Angie.

Bought this e-book on the recommendation of a friend, and I was floored!Not only were the projects

interesting, the photographs and how-to instructions so easy to understand (although it will take

some time to master techniques!).Would definitely suggest this book to anyone interested in making

their own realistic Miniature food!

I new to polymer clay but I love her books this is book 3 for me.she dose step buy step it easy to to

keep up and make your on stuff.I no you will love her books to

Thought I would like this but not. Every page I turn is a buy from me or go to you tube if I want to do

that I would not have got the book. Not very happy will have to check out other people books. Feel

the need to add to this review. If you are looking for a how to book this is not it. Spend a little time

on Pinterest and you can get all kinds of free info that people post.this book is not worth the 5.99

asking price. Should be free and would not keep it after reading it.

Excellent book with detailed instructions to create a myriad of miniature items from Polymer Clay. It

also cover the blending of colors and creating thin sheets to "wrap" items for effect . Truly a fabulous

book.

Excellent ideas fairly clear instructions excellent photos.Written with humor and with



encouragement.....needs more suppliers names. I recommend this book to others.
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